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1. Trees (June 2022 Newsletter page1 President’s Corner, Photo 1) 
 

a. 5 Trees were contracted for by the HOA and planted (2 trees at 68th Drive and 
West Morrow Drive, and 3 trees on west side of 71st Ave between Union Hills and 
West Julie Drive). 
 

(i). All 5 trees were dead and removed within 4 months (they were never 
manually watered and/or connected to a water source). They were not 
affected by the city’s turning off the irrigation system (see note below) as they 
were never connected to it and were removed before the water was shut 
off. Though available, no other water service was retained to water the 
trees.   
 
I performed research regarding use of water trucks to water the new trees 
and the shrubs that were in jeopardy due to the irrigation shut down; several 
water truck companies exist and are available, to water the trees, they are 
used throughout the valley to keep down the dust at construction sites and 
also needed to fill swimming pools for people who live out in the desert and 
whose only water source is their “well”. All of the companies have portable 
water capability for places like around Stern Lake (steep embankment could 
possibly cause water truck to turn over). I provided such information to the 
Landscape Committee Chair (conversation and email) and to Board 
members through “Open Letters to The Board” via email.      

 
(ii). Success with trees “zero for five” (5 planted, 5 dead and removed). 
Trees were not covered by a warranty and thus not replaced. 
 
Note 1: The city of Glendale placed a liner in the sewer system along Union Hills Drive 
beginning in the fall of 2020 completing the job in February 2021. During this period, our 
irrigation system was shut off along Union Hills Drive for the whole length of our community 
(67th Avenue to 73rd Avenue). This also affected plantings along 68th Drive from Union Hills 
to Morrow and along 71st Avenue from Union Hills to the Golf Course crossing between 
West Morrow Drive and West Kimberly Way. Both of these areas (68th Drive from Union 
Hills to Morrow and 71st Avenue from Union Hills to Golf Course crossing) are “Common 
Areas” and are connected to the Union Hills irrigation system which provides water for the 
trees and shrubs. The repairs were completed including repairs to the irrigation system by 
the city of Glendale and the irrigation system was fully restored in February 2021 and our 
landscape company was so notified. I contacted the City of Glendale and was provided 
with proof that the city did not extend any work along Union Hills Drive, affecting our 
community, beyond 2/21 (our landscape company had claimed that they were not given 
the OK on the irrigation system from the city until April due to problems). The irrigation 
system for our property was not “charged” by our landscape company or returned to service 
by them until August 2021 (February 2021 to August 2021 without water to shrubs, trees 
or grass along Union Hills Drive). The water was actually off for 18months total see red 
Note 4 on page 4 below. 

 
b. Board “contracts” for 60 additional trees. Photos 2 - 9 
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(i). As discussed in the 10/20 Board Meeting Open Session, the Contract 
did NOT include a warranty on trees (warranty was later secured to cover 
trees as long as current landscape company continued to provide services, 
landscape company was replaced 1/1/22) warranty no longer enforceable. 
 
(ii). Landscape Committee, of which I was a member, was established by 
the Board at October 2020 Board meeting. A charter (document defining 
roles and responsibilities, etc.) was not established to determine what 
would be accomplished by the group. Committee members at first meeting 
were advised that their first line of business was to determine where the 60 
newly contracted trees should be planted and place little blue flags around 
the property. The Committee Chair, myself and one other Board member 
drove around in the landscape company owners’ truck as he took us to the 
places, he wanted to plant trees. He showed us where to plant and how 
many. None of us set any blue flags in place on these trips. It was during 
these trips that the issue of water for the trees was identified. As a result, I 
performed research on water resources for the trees and determined that 
there were several companies with “water trucks” that could regularly water 
the trees for us (trucks are used for dust control at construction sites and 
filling swimming pools for folks who are on wells, etc.). The information 
regarding these companies was provided to the Landscape Committee 
Chair and the Board. 
 
 (iii). Fifteen (15) of the 60 trees were intended for Stern Lake. When the 
areas for the trees at Stern Lake were identified, the residents declined 5 of 
those trees because they didn’t want their view of the lake blocked by the 
trees. Since the trees had been contracted for it was now necessary to find 
a new home for the declined trees. As a result, several of these deciduous 
trees were sporadically planted among the stand of Pine trees that fill the 
median of Utopia Road from 67th to 75th Avenues. Now there is a mixture of 
evergreen trees interspersed with trees that lose their leaves in the fall and 
are bare till late spring (deciduous).  
 

Note 2: Normally you would determine where trees are to be planted and that 
would determine the number and type (deciduous or evergreen, etc.) required. 
Essentially there was no real planning regarding the trees.  

 
(iv). The existing irrigation system would be used to provide water to the 
newly planted trees. However, research has shown that 50% of water from 
irrigation systems evaporates before it hits the ground, or runs off, and 
remaining water does not penetrate deep enough to Water the tree’s root 
system. Trees thus watered develop shallow root systems and are subject 
to damage or destruction by strong winds (toppled over, etc.). Source: 
Internet “How to plant trees”. 
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A berm placed around the base of the tree and regularly filled with water, is 
the preferred method of watering newly planted trees (watering schedule 
based on conditions: frequency of rain, desert location, etc.). Berms allow 
the water to slowly soak into the ground to the depth of the tree’s roots thus 
providing a sustaining water source when filled regularly. Berms, though 
inadequately sized (width/depth), were placed around some trees, (75th 
Avenue, Union Hills, Utopia Road). The tree’s berms were never manually 
filled with water as required (schedule based on conditions: frequency of 
rain, desert location, etc.). Source: Internet “How to plant trees”. 

  
(v). So far 14 of the 60 trees had died most have been removed (2 on 67th 

Ave, 5 on 75th Ave, 1 on Utopia, 6 on Union Hills). Several of these trees 
died and were removed in 2021 prior to publication of the 6/22 Newsletter. 
Adding the 5 trees lost at 68th and Morrow and 71st at Union hills brings the 
total to 19 trees lost out of 65 for a loss of 29% of the trees for a dollar value 
of $12,377.45 (prudent?). 
 
More trees have died recently bringing the total to 22. 
 
Definitely not “using Association money prudently” as the President claims 
in the June 2022 Newsletter.  

(vi)  Agave landscaping contract (1/1/22) does not cover the trees that had 
recently been planted. Agave has a separate tree company and would have 
required a different contract for the trees. As trees died Agave claimed that 
their demise was due to the tree’s “bulb being planted too low”. I took clear, 
closeup pictures of the dead trees including closeup pictures of the bulb 
area to Whitfill Nurseries and Moon Valley Nurseries, the two largest 
growers and distributors of trees in Arizona, and was advised that bulb 
depth was not the problem but rather lack of proper watering caused their 
demise. Agave later claimed that crab grass growing in the tree’s “berm” 
robbed the trees of water thus causing their demise. In reality pictures 
clearly show that the trees were not getting any water from the irrigation 
system as even the grass around the area of each tree was dead (if grass 
isn’t getting watered how can the tree planted in the same area as the grass 
get any water?).  
 
I regularly sent email messages to the then former Landscape Committee 
Chair and the HOA Board about the trees as they were dying attempting to 
effect some action to save the trees.  Photos 2 – 9. 
 

Note 3: Our Irrigation system on Union Hills Drive was OFF from October 2021 
through April 2022 (Not related to Glendale effort described in Note1). It had 
been turned off for the 2021 fall over-seeding process and/or repairs, and not 
restored before the former landscape company’s contract ended (12/31/21). 
Agave had taken over landscaping January 1, 2022 and did not discover that the 
Union Hills Drive irrigation system was off until late April 2022. Consequently, 6 of 
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those trees have died. The Landscape Committee Chair knew this and even 
acknowledged it in email messages. However, no action was taken to save the 
trees. This was also the reason the grass along Union Hills Drive had died including 
the areas at 68th Drive and Morrow, and 71st Ave and Union Hills.  
 
Recently $14,960.00 was spent for a “new” irrigation system and sod on the east 
side of 71st Ave and Union Hills drive when in fact the problem was that the water 
had knowingly been “off” again this second time for seven (7) additional months; 
simply turning the irrigation system back “on” may have prevented the problem.  
 
Within a week, it was discovered that the “new” irrigation system installed by Agave 
was leaking and water was running over the sidewalk and curb then down along 
the gutter to a nearby sewer constantly (24 hours per day as the recently installed 
valve was not working properly. The irrigation system was turned off again while 
the valve was repaired). The repair destroyed the new sod that had been planted 
where the valve was located.  Photos 10 - 11. 
 
Additionally, the irrigation system for the new sod installation was not properly 
installed. Placement of the risers (sprinkler heads) in an irrigation system is 
dependent on whether the system will initially be for hydro seeding or sod 
installation. If sod is to be installed, the risers are set so that the base of the riser 
(ring) is above the soil at the height of the top of the sod’s roots (when sod is laid 
the sprinkler riser (ring) should sit on top of the sods roots). If hydro seeding is 
being used, the riser is placed directly on the soil as the roots of the grass, as it 
grows, will grow into the soil and below the riser ring thus leaving it to function 
properly over time. Photo 12. 
 
The sod that has been placed along Union Hills in the past was also not properly 
installed as the risers are now below the root system of the grass and cannot rise 
high enough to properly water the grass or the trees. The problem can be resolved 
by adding spacers to the existing risers that will raise them above the root system 
of the grass without installing a totally new system. Photo 13.   
  
Note 4: Water along Union Hills Drive was “off” from 10/20 to 2/21 for Glendale to 
place a liner in the sewer, then continued “off” from 2/21 to 8/21 waiting for former 
landscape  company to charge the system and complete some repairs. The system 
was turned “off” again by the former landscape company 10/21 and was not 
discovered off until 4/22 by Agave the “new landscape company”. The water was 
“OFF” along Union Hills Drive for a total of 18 months out of 19 months. 
 
Agave cut the grass of this newly sodded area and completely destroyed the grass. 
No effort by the HOA was made to have Agave correct the total destruction of the 
$14,960.00 effort.  

 
 c. Large Trees along Union Hills that died and were removed 
  

Two large trees on Union Hills Drive near 68th Drive died and the city 
(prompted by homeowner complaints) sent our HOA a letter giving the HOA 
30 days to remove them. They were removed within the time limit. Another 
large tree near 70TH Avenue on Union Hills died and has been removed. 
Just recently another large tree near 70th Avenue on Union Hills was 
removed as it also had died. None of the trees have been replaced. 
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d. Several large trees (10) around the community were identified and removed by 
Agave due to concern that they could fall over in a strong wind and cause severe 
damage. Replacement has not been planned or discussed. 
 
 

 
Photo 1 

 
Note 5: the two trees planted on 67th Avenue, one north of Utopia and one south of 
Utopia, stated in the third bullet item in this Newsletter, died and were removed one year 
before this newsletter was printed.  Photos 2 and 3. 
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Photo 4 

 
 

 
Photo 5  
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Photo 6 

 
 

 
Photo 7 
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Photo 8 

 
 

 
Photo 9 
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Photo 10 

 
 

 
Photo 11   
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Photo 12 

 

 
Photo 13 
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2. Hanson Lake (June 2022 Newsletter) Photo 14. 
 

a. Page 4 of June 2022 Newsletter 
b.  “Landscape and Lake Committee Report”; “Additionally, “Hansen” (sic) Lake, 

which is encircled by homes and locked boat ramps, is south of Utopia and 
west of 71st Lane. Vegetation around the lake has been in need of major 
trimming and clean-up for some time. Agave had a full crew spend an entire 
day there cleaning up the perimeter with great results.” The then current 
Landscape Committee Chairman was/is a property owner and resident of 
Hanson Lake. In his own words, he clearly defines Hanson Lake as a “Limited 
Use Area”. 
 
By definition Hanson Lake is not a “common area” in that it is only accessible 
by the residents that live around it (CC&Rs below). This is precisely why it had 
never been cleaned-up before. Any other resident of ARPI could be arrested 
and prosecuted for attempting to access the lake. Photos 15. 16. 17. 18. 
 
The proponents of including Hanson Lake as though it is a Common Area, often 
attempt to confuse it with Stern Lake. Stern Lake is a Common Area and as 
such is clearly marked with a sign. Photos 19, 20, 21.  
 

Note 6: The Agave contract is $192,450.00 Annually paid in monthly increments as work 
is completed at $16,037.50 per month, which is $3,703.81 per week (52 weeks divided by 
12 months equals 4.33 weeks per month, $16.037.50 monthly cost divided by 4.33 average 
weeks per month equals $3,703.81 per week). Agave is on site two days per week at a 
cost of $1,851.91 per day (weekly cost of $3,703.81 divided by two).  
 
As a Hanson Lake property owner and the then Landscape Committee Chairman he 
diverted resources contracted for the “common areas” of Arrowhead Ranch Phase I to 
clean up Hanson Lake instead. Loss to the “common areas” clean-up $1,851.19 plus two 
days previously diverted at a cost of $3,703.81. In order to cover Hanson Lake 
requirements, work scheduled for the “common areas” either does not get done or is 
haphazardly completed (rushed).  
 
Please note that in the June 2022 Newsletter where the President quotes “Association 
Monthly Dues”, that Lake properties are higher priced than non-lake properties which 
supports the meaning of our CC&Rs at charging an extra assessment. 

 
Master Declarations of Covenants, Conditions, Restrictions (CC&Rs) 
Assessments, Charges, Servitudes, Liens, Reservations, and Easements for the 
Arrowhead Ranch Phase I, commonly the CC&Rs states: CC&Rs are available on-
line at the HOA website)  
 
“Article XVII  Certain Limited Use Areas and Limited Use Area Assessments” 
 
“Section 2. Maintenance and Limited Use Area Assessments Lien.  
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The Association shall be responsible for maintaining the Limited Use Areas in 
accordance with the provisions of Article XII “(Maintenance)” of the Declaration. 
As the sole source of funds to pay for Association maintenance of such Limited 
Use Areas, however, the Board shall assess the Owners and all Lots having rights 
of use of the Limited Use Areas, in addition to all other assessments against such 
Owners and Lots, annual and special assessments relating to such Limited Use 
Areas. Such annual and special Limited Use Area assessments shall be expended 
only on, and shall be separately accounted for as to, the Limited Use Areas. The 
amount of any special Limited Use Area assessments shall be calculated in the 
same fashion as other Special Assessments under the Declaration. Such annual 
and special Limited Use Area assessments shall otherwise be levied, collected 
and enforced in the same fashion as Annual and Special Assessments 
respectively, under the Declaration and shall constitute assessments subject to the 
Assessment Lien against such Lot provided for in the Declaration.”      

 
Note 7: Hanson Lake is NOT a “common area” in that it is not accessible by anyone other 
than the surrounding property owners (Limited Use Area). It has locked gates and is clearly 
marked with “NO TRESPASSING” and “Law Enforcement Warning” signs. John Stern 
Lake does not need to be included in any special landscaping provisions as it is wide open 
to the Homeowners at large and qualifies as a “Common Area”. Signs at the Stern Lake 
clearly show that it is a “common area” as that term is used in the founding documents. 
 
In addition, an Auto Fill system was installed at Hanson Lake ($27k) that should have been 
approved by the Homeowners surrounding Hanson Lake as to cost and viability. The Auto 
Fill system was delayed at John Stern Lake, a “common area” to determine if the Hanson 
Lake installation was justified. At the time the approval was given, the HOA Board member 
who was Landscape Committee Chair owned and still owns a property on Hanson Lake.  
 
It has since developed that an Auto Fill system will not work on Hanson Lake, as the Golf 
Course management is responsible for “turning on the water” that flows to our property. 
Thus, if the water is off (Golf Course), as it most often is, the Auto Fill system can’t pump 
water. Therefore, its back to a manual system; call the Golf Course management and 
request water be turned on. Research upfront should have discovered the flaw.  
 
The posted signs at each of the three (3) locked Boat Ramps read as follows: 
 

NO TRESPASSING 
VIOLATORS WILL BE PROSECUTED IN 

ACCORDANCE WITH A.R.S 13-1502 – 1504 
PRIVATE PROPERTY 
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Photo 14 

 
Photo 15 
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                          Warning signs Posted:  “NO TRESPASSING 

VIOLATORS WILL BE PROSECUTED IN 
ACCORDANCE WITH A.R.S 13-1502 – 1504 

PRIVATE PROPERTY” 

 
Photos 16, 17, 18 
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Photo 19
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Photos 20, 21  
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3. Irrigation System  
 
 The irrigation system for our community uses re-claimed water from rain runoff and 
other sources and not the city supplied drinking water we use in our homes. The water is 
stored in lakes throughout our property and the golf course property. As needed the water 
is passed from lake to lake to replenish the lakes as water is used (irrigation). The source 
for our irrigation system water is managed by the Golf Course and is the feeder lake for 
our lakes and thus our irrigation system. Though not the same as our “drinking” water, 
the re-claimed water is still precious and must be conserved as dictated by City and State 
law. Without this water it would be difficult to maintain the golf course, common area 
lawns, trees and shrubs within our community. 
 
 More than $120,000.00 has been spent on the irrigation system 
(repairs/enhancements) over and above the landscape contract through October 2023. 
Most damage to the system is caused by debris (snail shells, silt, decaying matter, etc. 
from the lake bottom) in the water that is drawn from the lake system. The former 
Landscape Company owner suggested “Scrubber Valves” which have been installed in 
our irrigation system (some valves remain to be converted). Scrubber Valves have a 
moving part which attempts to break-up the debris into smaller pieces. Instead of 
eliminating the debris problem, Scrubber Valves simply move the problem further down 
the line to smaller valves or the sprinkler heads themselves. Regularly flushing the system 
helps to clear the debris. 
 

Note 8: I made a proposal to the Board and to the Landscape Committee Chair, two years ago, to 
retain the services of a Civil Engineer with specific experience in reclaimed water systems to 
perform a study to determine if: 1) raising the intake in the lakes, 2) adding a filter to the intakes, or 
3) some other approach, would eliminate or reduce the amount of debris entering the system. It 
should be noted that repairing sprinkler systems is a major cost to our HOA and a source of revenue 
for landscape companies and thus it’s not in their best interests to resolve the debris issue.  
 
I also contacted the company that initially planned the irrigation systems for Arrowhead Ranch 
(Coates Irrigation an Arizona company, plan covers more than one community) and received a 
proposal to conduct a study to determine the current state of our irrigation system and how to 
reduce/eliminate debris in the system that damages the system parts. Though the proposal was 
forwarded to the HOA President, no action has taken place to date. 

 
 The problem (debris in water) should be stopped at the intake. There is some 
concern that the Golf Course people being in control of the irrigation system may not want 
to make changes, consequently, there is some hesitancy for the Board to approach the 
subject. Eliminating the debris from the system, could dramatically reduce our irrigation 
system expenses (reduce valve and riser repair/replacement costs) and the projected 
savings could be used to “fix” the problem (raise or filter the intake).     
 
 Our contract with the landscape maintenance company does not define limits, as 
an example most service contracts define charges for services in the range of simple, 
moderate, and complex. As an example, this would mean we would agree (ARPI HOA 
and the maintenance company) that they would charge us for valve replacement and/or 
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riser replacement dependent on a pre-defined scale: simple valve replacement $, 
moderate valve replacement $$, and complex valve replacement $$$, and a similar scale 
for risers or perhaps a set price for all risers. At present the prices we pay for these 
services vary greatly and do not appear consistent with the work effort.       
 
4. Shrubs removed along “common area” wall on 68th Drive between Union Hills 
and Morrow.  
 
 When we purchased our lot and arranged for construction of our home, the 101 
did not exist and persons traveling between our community and Scottsdale used either 
Union Hills Drive or Bell Road to travel east and west. At that time the 68th Drive entrance 
and the 71st Avenue entrance, which is wider than the other now secondary entrances, 
were main entrances and heavily traveled. 
 
 For several years now the 68th Drive entrance has been left alone except for the 
adding of the “new” monuments and signage. The landscaping at these monuments, east 
and west, has not been maintained and presently looks shabby. Photo 22. The entrance 
is not balanced and the landscaping erratic. The west side being very wide and the east 
side almost non-existent. The variance between the two sides could be explained by 
again going back to the beginning. In other words, coming from the east, heading west 
on Union Hills Drive, you would see the west entrance, not the east, consequently it is the 
most elaborate. It probably makes more sense today to balance the two by reducing the 
size of the west monument bringing it more in line with the east as this is no longer a 
primary entrance.  

 

 
 

Photo 22 
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 Several shrubs were removed from 68th Drive between Union Hills and Morrow, a 
Common Area (Photos 23 – 25), because they were dying due to not being watered while 
Glendale had our irrigation system turned off to reline the sewer along our property facing 
Union Hills Drive (Note 1 above). The water was off from October 2020 thru February 
2021 for the sewer liner placement by Glendale. Though the City had all of their work 
completed and the water turned back on at the end of February 2021, it was late July 
before the irrigation system was “charged” by the landscape company and October before 
the irrigation system repairs had been completed by the landscape company. The water 
continued to be “off” for overseeding and was not turned on until April of 2022 when the 
new landscape company discovered it was off more than a year after the system had 
been turned off. 
 
At the time, the plan was to replace the shrubs once the irrigation system had been 
restored. 
 

Note 9: The HOA could have arranged for watering of the shrubs and trees using available water 

company’s trucks thus saving the expense of replacing the trees and shrubs. See Note 1 above.    
  
 It appears as though the HOA Board has a plan to reduce or eliminate common 
areas and place more of a burden on the Homeowner. That is not a good sign for those 
of us who own properties here. Some Homeowners along Utopia have been informed by 
letter that they are responsible for what have been common area walls for the 37 years I 
have owned property and lived here, etc.  
 
 It’s started a few years ago along 68th Drive. A homeowner was sent a letter telling 
them that they had to paint the back wall of their property, along 68th Drive, that had been 
a “common area” from the beginning. The then management company representative 
said that they (management company) had never painted that wall and they were 
obviously the color of the Homeowner’s home at some point. When I heard about it, I 
pushed back. When we bought our property here, 37 years ago, the walls were a cream 
color not the beige they are today. Though it was true the management company had 
never painted the walls, they should have and ultimately did.  
 

 More recently Homeowners along Utopia Road, through the center of our 
community, have been informed by individual letters that they are responsible for 
maintaining the wall along their property that abuts the common area. What is particularly 
troubling about that is each Homeowner may choose a different paint company and thus 
a close yet different color and quality. In addition, they may not have the expertise 
required to handle the stucco maintenance. In short it makes more sense to continue 
HOA maintenance of these “common areas” so that there is a common contiguous look 
and feel to the community. This will definitely affect property values if not done well. If we 
continue to make individual Homeowners responsible for “common area” maintenance 
we lose. The HOA’s only recourse, if not done or done well by the Homeowner, is to fine 
(violation) which doesn’t solve the problem and fines are not enforceable.        
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Photo 23 
 
 

 
 

Photo 24 
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Photo 25 
 
  
5. Shrubs removed from “common area” along the west side of 71st Avenue, from 
Union Hills Drive for several blocks north to the golf course crossing. Photos 26 – 
33. 
 
 Several large shrubs (10 shrubs ranging from 35-40 years of age) were cut down 
and removed from the west side of 71st Avenue. Two of the larger shrubs that were north 
of Julie had some areas of growth that had died due to the irrigation system having been 
turned off when Glendale was working on the liner for the sewer on Union Hills; October 
2020 thru February 2021 (1. a. i. above). However, some weeks ago the dead areas of 
those shrubs were pruned back and new growth was filling in. This destruction happened 
as two Homeowners watched the landscape company as they cut down the shrubs at the 
direction of the Landscape Committee.  
 
 In the Open Session of the November 2022 Board meeting, (the bushes had been 
cut down) the President said he had been driving along 71st Avenue recently and noticed 
how “bare” it was. He offered to place four trees “on your (meaning me) street”. I did not 
respond. It should be noted that three of four pine trees (two on the east side and two on 
the west side of 71st Avenue, across from each other) have also been removed in the 
past three years and not replaced. The stumps of the three removed trees are still in 
place. Also, three trees that were planted by the HOA Board had died and were removed 
by the landscape company (Note above). 
 

Note 10: Eliminating the shrubs along 68th Drive and now 71st Avenue makes it appear that the 
Board is attempting to reduce the “common areas” in order to cut back on landscaping costs; why 
else would they have cut down perfectly healthy shrubs on 71st Avenue? When you consider that 
the Board has also sent letters to homeowners along Utopia Road (main street through our 
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community) that the homeowners are responsible for wall maintenance (stucco repair and painting). 
This is problematic as the only recourse, should a homeowner not comply, is to fine them. Also, 
the repair job and or painting (color (varies by manufacturer) and type) may not meet the level of 
standard required for a “common area”.  

 
 

 

 
Photo 26 

 
 

 
Photo 27 
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Photo 33 

 
 
6. Landscaping at Monuments inconsistent/erratic 
  
 At the November 2020 “Open Session” a redesign of the monument landscaping 
was discussed. The original landscaping of the monuments was performed by the then 
current landscape maintenance company’s owner who didn’t have formal training in 
landscape architecture and did not retain the services of a Landscape Architect. I 
proposed that the Board engage the services of a Landscape Architect, a person with at 
least a four-year degree in Landscape Architecture (ASU and Arizona University offer 
such programs), and asked for permission to engage a Landscape Architect to provide a 
formal landscape plan for the re-landscaping of the monuments. The Board agreed and I 
identified a Landscape Architect and discussed our plans, and provided samples of the 
monuments. Within a week the HOA President sent me an email stating that I could not 
commit funds which I acknowledged I was aware of. Shortly thereafter I received another 
email from the HOA President stating that I had to wait until after the upcoming Board 
meeting to get the “formal” OK of the Board for me to continue. At the Board meeting the 
current landscape company owner presented his “new” plan for re-landscaping the 
monuments and that plan was accepted. I asked the landscape company owner who his 
landscape architect was and he replied “me”, meaning himself though he admitted he had 
no formal landscape architecture training except his 30 years in the business. I cancelled 
the Landscape Architect.  
 
 The “new” landscape plan was to install concrete pots with flowers and also to 
place ground cover to fill in between the pots. In addition, the existing Bougainvillea, which 
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dominate the monuments, were to be removed and placed around the community where 
plants had died.  
 

Note 11: Some research regarding the concrete pots indicates that they were quite popular in the 
valley (Phoenix metro area) about fifteen years ago but were somewhat problematic. The pots sit 
above the ground and draw in the heat of the sun. The heat and low humidity of the desert tend to 
quickly evaporate the irrigation water in the shallow dirt (3 to 4 inches in the ones we have) and in 
the irrigation lines causing a buildup of minerals in the black irrigation tubing that soon inhibits the 
water supply from reaching the plants causing them to die. Consequently, its necessary to replace 
the irrigation lines and flowers frequently during the year. You will notice around the valley that 
most of the “pots” being used in the valley today are much larger and deeper, and hold much more 
dirt (10 to 12 inches) which helps to offset the problems encountered by the shallower ones. 
 
Another thing you notice regarding the landscaping at the monuments is that it is not consistent, 
entry point to entry point or even both monuments at any one entry point. At 75th and Utopia, 71st 
and Union Hills monuments landscaping on the left side monument of each of these entries is much 
wider than the one on the right-side monument (outside looking in) and has more pots oddly placed. 
Landscaping at the monuments at 68th Drive and Union Hills is poorly planned and is not regularly 
maintained (the landscaping has died and not been replaced). In addition, the monument 
landscaping on the west side monument is three times that of the east side (entrance landscaping 
is not balanced). The pots are not evenly spaced (uniform, consistent) in relation to the monument, 
etc. The monument at 67th and Union Hills, which I believe is the anchor monument, looks bare 
(not enough ground cover) and at night is lost due to not enough light to really see it. There is a 
notation in the Board meeting minutes of two-and one-half years ago that the lights at the 67th and 
Union Hills monument were enhanced, no such improvement was ever made. The Bougainvillea 
at the monuments compete with the monuments for your “eyes” attention thus taking away the 
attention the monuments were supposed to bring. Nothing should be as tall or taller than the 
monuments and in fact the landscaping should bring your eye in to the monument (from the sides 
in and from the bottom up) not dominate it.  

 
7. Recent Assessment Increase approved without proper planning  
  
 In the November 2022 Board meeting, the President raised the issue of an 
increase in the annual homeowner assessment. I asked him what the plan was that 
supported an increase. He asked me what I meant and I repeated, “what is the plan 
supporting an increase”, he turned to the Treasurer and the Treasurer said “electricity has 
gone up ten percent”. The President then said “ten percent OK the increase will be $20 
per semiannual assessment”. That’s all of the logic and planning that went into the 
assessment increase. Previously, and in the June 2022 Newsletter, the President stated 
what other HOAs are paying as though that is the measure of something. Unfortunately, 
we have no idea what those HOAs are supporting and what their need for money is. 
However, you will notice that lake homes pay a higher rate than non-lake homes (see 2. 
Hanson Lake above and June 2022 Newsletter attached (Photo 1). 
 
 Going back to the logic of electricity increasing by 10% (Treasurer’s comment 
above) as the basis for an assessment increase, we pay about $20,000.00 annually for 
electricity, ten percent (10%) of $20,000.00 is $2,000.00 or about $1.31 per homeowner 
($2,000.00 / 1530 Homeowners) each year. Hardly a need to raise our assessment. 
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 A $20 assessment increase per homeowner twice a year equals $61,200.00 per 
year ($20 semiannual assessment increase x 1530 homes x 2 semiannual payments) 
that won’t cover replacing the large trees that have been removed from Union Hills much 
less the trees that were removed from other areas around the community (Agave 
proposal). A homeowner asked at the last meeting about replacing the trees that needed 
to be removed and was not given an answer.  
 
 We need to do something more realistic with the irrigation system. Through 
October we spent $104,979.02 over and above the monthly landscape maintenance fee, 
an additional $14,960.00 (irrigation system and sod) was for the work at 71st Ave and 
Union Hills to replace grass that had died; Union Hills irrigation system was turned off for 
a period of 18 months (see note in red page 4). One of the costs is replacing valves with 
scrubber valves which attempt to break up the debris. Replacing the valves with scrubber 
valves isn’t the answer as we still have the same problem except now the “debris’ is 
pushed through the system to the sprinkler risers.  
 
 In reality the place to stop debris is at the entry point preventing the debris from 
entering the system either with a filter or by raising the intake from the bottom of the lake 
or combination of both. What we really need is a study of the irrigation system the product 
of which will be a report/proposal that provides real solutions. The study cannot be 
conducted by pseudo irrigation “experts” working in local landscaping companies.  
 
 A proposal for such a study has been received from Coates Irrigation (see irrigation 
above). 
 
 Our operating costs are going to go up not just due to inflation but because of the 
big-ticket things we need to do over the next several years just so we can establish a 
stable environment for which realistic maintenance that meets our requirements can then 
be reasonably “fixed” and met. Operating costs, inflation, planned Capital Improvements 
and maintaining the reserves combined should determine our “rate” increase. Capital 
Improvements should be planned over five, seven or ten years, be clearly documented 
and updated annually so that future HOA Boards understand the plans. Reserves are 
usually used to set aside funds for unforeseen events like catastrophic damage or loss, 
etc. and not meant for “routine” expenditures (landscape improvements, etc.).   
 
Longer term, if we fix the irrigation debris problem, negotiate a realistic landscape 
maintenance contract, etc. our costs should settle and be on a firmer basis for the future.             
 
08. Arrowhead Ranch Phase I Signage: 
 
 When the monuments were installed at the primary entrances, signage was also 
updated for the secondary entrances that previously had signage; except one. For some 
inexplicable reason the entrance at 73rd Avenue and Union Hills Drive, which is next to 
the elementary school was not upgraded and still has the original signage (40 years old): 
Photo 34. Consequently, instead of appearing to be part of our community, Phase I, it 
appears to be part of the Phase 2 community west of 75th Avenue which still has the 
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original signage. The removal of the old signage, new monuments design and installation, 
new signage and landscaping cost Phase I in excess of $320,000.00 and while they are 
a welcome addition to our community, not changing the signage at 73rd Avenue (at 
Arrowhead Elementary School) is inconsistent with the intended upscale overall look. I 
asked the Board to approve the signage at a Board meeting some months ago but met 
with opposition as the President said he “liked the old signage” and the issue was 
dropped. Upon reviewing the meeting minutes, I see that the minutes show that the 
motion was tabled in order to determine “Homeowner interest”, though this was not 
discussed in the meeting when presented and no action has been taken to determine 
interest. I have the original proposal from TS&G signs to upgrade the 73rd Avenue 
entrance (Photo 35) and would like Homeowner support in moving the Board to go 
forward with the upgrade (petition effort planned).  
 

 
Photo 34 

 
Photo 35 
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9. Contracted Landscape Maintenance Company not properly licensed 
 
 Agave was presented to our Board for consideration in October 2021 to replace 
the then current landscape company of Lawns by Les. As part of the effort, the 
management company representative to our Board stated in an email that she had 
reviewed credentials for Agave including the Better Business Bureau (“BBB”) website for 
customer reviews and stated all was OK. As agave’s performance continued to be sub-
standard, I went out on the WWW to check for customer reviews. When I checked the 
BBB website there was a warning (red letters) regarding Agave: Photos 36, 37, 38 
 

 “CURRENT ALERTS FOR THIS BUSINESS Licensing: On 4/30/2021 BBB confirmed that 
Agave Environmental Contracting, Inc. had not obtained a necessary license from Arizona 
Registrar of Contractors (ROC), BBB encourages you to contact the following agency or 
agencies to confirm this information: http://www.azroc.gov – (602) 542 1525.”    
   Photo of BBB warning attached (Photo 36).  

 
 The licensing referenced was Agave’s license for Irrigation and Hardscape, one of 
which was voluntarily cancelled 4/30/17 and the other expired 4/30/2021. Agave was not 
licensed to perform residential irrigation and hardscape services (AZ CR21 license) for a 
total of 24 months; nine months prior to when our HOA contracted with them for those 
services (4/30/21–1/1/22) and for fifteen months (1/1/22–3/23/23) while on site actually 
performing Irrigation and Hardscape services for our HOA and a city of Glendale Park.  
 
 Once I found the license discrepancy, I notified our Board members and our AAM 
management representative. First pushback was that Agave’s General Commercial 
license covers irrigation and hardscape. It does for Commercial properties but specifically 
states “except for Residential” (in other words excluding residential). A few days later the 
President said our HOA was a commercial enterprise and thus the commercial 
engineering license covered their work. I check with the Maricopa County Treasurer’s 
office and was advised that our HOA is “residential” not commercial for tax purposes. The 
President than stated that he had called the State ROC and was advised that Agave’s 
license covered “landscape maintenance” I countered that he had been informed that the 
issue was “residential irrigation and hardscape” for which Agave did not have a required 
license (CR21). The next push back was that one of the Agave employees had an 
irrigation license. I asked to see it and was presented with a “certificate of training” for the 
individual not a license. Finally, Agave secured the proper license on 3/23/23 and now, 
15 months later, was legal on our property.  
 
 We have since changed management companies. Unfortunately, our current 
management company CPM has had Agave as an “approved vendor” in their payment 
system and was offering Agave to other HOAs as “approved” during the period Agave did 
not have a residential irrigation and hardscape license. I have asked them to either do a 
more thorough review of vendors before they assign them “approved status”, because it 
is misleading to the HOAs they service, or call their list something other than approved 
vendors. The action is allegedly pending their management approval. 

http://www.azroc.gov/
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Note 12: There was no oversight over the transition from AAM to CPM, consequently we 
do not know if all documents were properly transferred. In addition, documents that were 
readily available to Homeowners at AAM should continue to be available to Homeowners 
(meeting minutes, etc.). The meeting minutes, invoices, etc. from AAM should be available 
online as they were before so there is continuous access for HOA members to applicable 
information not just the “new” management company.    

 

 Though Agave’s performance, during the two years they were our landscape 
services provider, was mostly sub-standard, our former Landscape Committee Chairman 
recommended Agave to several other area HOAs. Recently the President has said that 
Agave fired ARP1 HOA, truth is ARP1 HOA should have fired Agave when it was 
determined they were not licensed to perform services that they were performing on our 
property for more than a year.  
 
 It is yet to be determined what our experience with the new landscape company 
will be as there is much to be corrected from the devastating work of Agave. As an 
example the lawn on Union Hills Drive is green now primarily due to the large amount of 
rain we have had so far this year. The irrigation system along Union Hills is in dire need 
of corrective action (raise sprinkler heads, regularly flush system, etc.). 
 

 
Photo 36 
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Photo 37 

 
 
 

 
 
 

Photo 38 (Agave is finally legal 3/23/23) 
 
 
10. Election of Board Members 
 
 I believe there are some irregularities regarding the election that took place earlier 
this year. When I first ran for a Board position, there were no restrictions on how many 
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words one could use in defining themselves. The rules were changed to limit an 
individual’s “resume” to seventy-five words, including specific questions to be answered. 
In answering the questions, the 75 words were used up rapidly. In the current election 
one candidate apparently got no votes at all which seems odd.  
 
 In one case an individual had exceeded the 75-word limit and our Secretary 
claimed to have sent an email notice giving him a time limit for correcting and returning 
his document. In a public meeting, the individual stated that they had not received the 
notice. But the secretary held tight to the “missed deadline” therefore the individual could 
not be considered. Finally, the Board over ruled the Secretary but it was a tense public 
session. There was an attempt to thwart another individual whose application was 
accompanied with a note from the management company representative that though “he 
is now current on assessments”, he had been late a year earlier and had given the 
management company a hard time. Our founding documents simply state “current on 
assessments and no outstanding violations”. Some Board members were pushing to 
subject the individual to be further scrutiny by Board officers.  
 
 All of the applications were reviewed by persons who themselves were up for 
reelection. I stated to the members of the Board that I believe it is an unfair advantage for 
those up for reelection to see what others have written. We will have a new election this 
February and now the 75-word resume has been changed to 75 or 80 words. 
 
 The President was up for reelection February 2023. He stated, public distributed 
documents provided herewith, (Photo 39) that he owns “Cramer Realty”. This was 
published in the February 2023 Arrowhead Ranch Newsletter (distribution 1530), page 2 
and, the ballot provided to homeowners (1530) for them to record their vote preferences, 
as part of his reelection bid. However, the public database record of his Real Estate 

License (SA026221000 Photo 40) shows that he has been employed by “Cramer and 

Associates” since 7/1/1995. Marjorie Cramer, a Broker and his mother, is the principal of 
“Cramer and Associates”. I could not find a “Cramer Realty” licensed in Arizona (state 
public database). It seems at least misleading? To further complicate the matter, he also 
uses “Cramer Real Estate” which is a company whose license (SE010687000) was 
terminated 1/31/1995.   
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Photo 39 
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Photo 40 
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11. Violation letters received too late for Homeowners to meet stated deadlines  
  
 In two recent HOA Open Board sessions, a Homeowner brought to the attention 
of the Board that letters generated by the management company, due to CC&R violations, 
were issued too late to meet the HOA intended targets of allowing fifteen (15) days in 
which the Homeowner may correct the violation, “cure period”, without further action, or 
the ten (10) days allowed for the Homeowner to request a hearing.  
 
 Shortly thereafter I got a Violation Letter for weeds in my front yard. Photo 41. To 
be clear I expected to get a letter as I knew an inspection had taken place. I sprayed the 
weeds on Thursday (2/15) after the inspection had occurred. I am not complaining about 
receiving the letter for a violation. 
  
 The letter is dated 2/9/24. One day after the violation was noted; the inspection 
was conducted 2/8/24. I received the letter via US Postal Service on 2/20/24, eleven (11) 
days after it was alleged to have been written. The period of time given to “waive your 
right to be heard”, expired on 2/19/24 the day before the letter was delivered. The fifteen 
days allowed (cure period) to “correct the violation” had only 4 days left; 2/9 “date of letter” 
+15 days “cure period” = 2/24. Eleven (11) days had passed between when the letter was 
dated (2/9) and when it was delivered (2/20). Only four (4) days were left to correct the 
violation (“cure period”). The letter was mailed from San Francisco, California. There is 
no “post mark” on the envelope to show when the letter was actually posted (delivered to 
the Post Office). 
  
 Even considering the “Holiday” on Monday 2/19, when the letter could have been 
delivered, the “waive” period would have expired by the time our Homeowners would have 
gotten home from work and checked their mail and the “cure period” would have only 
been five (5) days instead of the fourteen (14) days intended.  
 
 In an attempt to get resolution for the violation letter debacle, I arranged a meeting 
between four members of the Board, including myself, and the management of City 
Property Management (“CPM”) our management company. The result of that meeting 
was that CPM viewed the problem as an “anomaly”, even though there was proof of at 
least three such occurrences; two by Homeowners and one by a Board member.  The 
plan was that CPM would create and mail “test” violation letters to the four ARP1 
attendees to verify the process.  
 
 The “test” violation letters were dated March 5, 2024 and were received on March 
13th 2024, eight (8) days later, not much of an improvement even though this time the 
letters were mailed from Phoenix. Late receipt of the “test” letters only allowed two (2) 
days to file a written request for a hearing instead of the ten (10) days stated in the letter. 
In addition, the Homeowner only has seven (7) days left to cure the violation instead of 
the fifteen (15) stated in the letter. Consequently, there is still some work required to bring 
the letter In line with expectations defined therein. 
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Photo 41 
 

 


